In this study, we adapt and apply model observers within the framework of realistic detection tasks in breast tomosynthesis (BT). We use images consisting of realistic masses digitally embedded in real patient anatomical backgrounds, and we adapt specific model observers that have been previously applied to digital mammography (DM). We design alternative forced-choice experiments (AFC) studies for DM and BT tasks in the signal known exactly but variable (SKEV) framework. We compare performance of various linear model observers (non-prewhitening matched filter with an eye filter, and several channelized Hotelling observers (CHO) against human.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have demonstrated that detection tasks in mammography are mainly limited by the superposition of anatomical structures on the projected images [1, 2] . This masking effect, known as anatomical noise, lowers both sensitivity and specificity of mammography, by hiding abnormalities or creating suspicious structures in the projected image. On the other hand, emerging breast tomosynthesis (BT) technique has been reported to lead to excellent results in detection experiments involving human observers [3] [4] [5] [6] . The good performance of the observers has been typically explained by a reduction of the anatomical noise in the three-dimensional breast reconstruction, allowing the human observers to isolate the lesions easier than with mammograms.
However, many aspects of BT still need to be optimized: acquisition techniques (tube load, mean glandular dose, number of projections, angular scanning span), reconstruction and filtering algorithms, or image display [7] . Conducting comparison studies involving radiologists and/or medical physicists is time consuming and hardly practical, since the number of different combinations of free parameters is considerably large. An alternative to these time-consuming sessions of repetitive psychophysical experiments is to use objective model observers that mimic human decisions and that can be run on computers with large sets of data.
Model observers, which have been developed and tested with success in various applications for mammography, projection radiography, or computed tomography [8, 9] , are still in the early stage of development in tomosynthesis. A recent study by Gifford et al. investigated a scanning noiseless channelized Hotelling Observer and compared different number of projections and angular span combinations [10] . Reiser et al. compared filtered-backprojection and iterative maximum-likelihood expectation maximization reconstruction methods with a prewhitening observer in a simplified detection task with a spherical signal in a homogeneous phantom [11] . In another study, Pineda et al. used a channelized Hotelling and non-prewhitening model observers with and without eye filters for optimizing a tomosynthesis system for the detection of lung nodules [12] .
The purpose of this study is to adapt and validate model observers in a realistic BT framework, and compare the relative performance of the models with digital mammography (DM) and BT. For this, we use images consisting of realistic masses digitally embedded on real patient anatomical backgrounds, for which human observers performance has already been characterized [4] , and adapt specific model observers that have been used for modeling DM tasks in previous studies [13, 14] .
In the original study with these hybrid images, Ruschin et al. [4] conducted 4-alternative forced-choice (4-AFC) detection experiments, and determined which signal contrast level led to the same performance between DM and BT. The authors concluded that significantly less (about one fourth) signal contrast was needed for BT, suggesting a good potential for dose reduction in BT, compared to DM. The present study aims at verifying whether models can predict human detection performance in the same conditions.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Hybrid images: patients backgrounds and realistic signals
The digital mammography (DM) and breast tomosynthesis (BT) hybrid image set was the same as in the original study with human observers [4] . They were constructed by digitally embedding realistic breast masses [15, 16] into signalabsent background images.
Following approval by the local radiation protection committee and informed consent by the patients involved in this study, thirty patients underwent breast examinations with both DM and BT. This way, the case database was made up of identical patients for both modalities.
The BT images were acquired with a prototype unit adapted from the DM Mammomat Novation (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) [17] . The beam quality in tomosynthesis mode was the same as the one determined by the automatic exposure control device in DM mode. For tomosynthesis acquisition, 25 projection images per examination were taken over an angular span of about 50 degrees, resulting in a total tube load twice as high as for a single-view DM acquisition. Out of the 25 projections, 13 only were used for reconstructing the breast volume, in order to keep the total dose to the breast contributing to the final images approximately the same between BT and DM. The detector pixel size was 70 μm for DM, and 85 μm for BT.
The simulated tumors were adapted from 2D lesions used in previous studies [15, 16] . Twenty different lesions with mean x and y dimensions of 8.4 mm (range: 7.4-8.8 mm) and 6.6 mm (5.3-7.8 mm) were generated for the study. Each 2D lesion was mapped to an ellipsoid with a length in z dimension of 5 mm to generate the 3D tumor. An example of simulated lesion is given in Fig. 1 . The radial spatial and frequency profiles have been expressed in mm and mm -1 , respectively, in order to allow for comparing the profiles despite the different pixel sizes. The complete description of the embedding method for DM and BT can be found in the original study with human observers [4] . Assuming a constant difference in attenuation coefficient Δμ between the lesion and the surrounding breast tissue, the individual BT projections and the DM projection on the detector plane were altered by modeling the attenuation of the primary x-ray beam using geometrical descriptions of the imaging units. Each pixel (i, j) value of the k-th altered projection was thus given by: The signal intensity of a simulated lesion, S, was defined for both modalities as the relative increase in total attenuation resulting from the addition of the lesion to the central (k=0) projection. It was computed as the root mean square of the projected signal:
In Eq. (2), M and N are the numbers of elements in the x and y directions, respectively. Δμ values were computed from Eq. (2) in order to yield a desired value of S, and then used in Eq. (1) to alter the detector pixel values.
On the original patient DM and BT data (without tumor addition), 20 non-overlapping signal-absent regions of interest (ROI) per patient were manually selected within the breast volume and the contra-lateral breast, avoiding any suspicious location within the breast. The ROI were square 34x34 mm areas, which translates to 400x400 pixels for BT, and 486x486 pixels for DM, due to the difference in detector pixel size. These images served as signal-absent ROI in the psychophysical studies. For signal-present images and for computational time reasons, a set of 60 embedded signals (30 patients x 2 masses) was created for the BT study, while the embedding of the synthetic masses could be performed in real-time during the psychophysical study for DM. The signal-present ROI were centered on the simulated lesions in x, y, and z directions in the reconstructed breast volumes (BT), or on the x-y lesion position (DM).
Before being displayed to the observers, we applied a logarithmic function to the DM ROI, and the look-up table was inverted, such that denser regions appeared brighter [18] . Finally, BT and DM ROI were windowed so that the mean value of the images corresponded to the middle of the dynamic range of the 8-bit scale of the display screen.
4-Alternative Forced-Choice tasks with human and model observers
Using the signal-present and signal-absent images described in section 2.1, 4-AFC psychophysical experiments were designed in order to compare BT and DM modalities. The tasks consisted in 60 trials per experimental condition. On each trial, four ROI that had been randomly chosen from four different patients (in order to minimize possible correlations across locations) were presented to the human and used for the model observers. Out of these four ROI, three were signal-absent and one was one of the 60 signal-present cases. The observers were asked to indicate the image that they estimated as the most likely to contain the signal. In addition to the four ROI, the observers were given at each trial a high-contrast reference image (see Fig. 1 -e and -f) of the actual signal. This approach is known as Signal-KnownExactly but variable (SKEV) task. It allows for testing the observers' responses to a variety of signals, while keeping the analysis as straightforward as a Signal-Known-Exactly (SKE) task.
Nine observers participated to the human observer study: four radiologists and five medical physicists [4] . Due to the time needed to generate and reconstruct the tomosynthesis images, one contrast was studied (S=0.010), while four conditions (S=0.036, 0.042, 0.048, 0.054) were tested for DM.
We obtained model observer performance from sample driven Monte-Carlo simulations of 4-AFC, using the exact same images, signal contrasts, and ROI selection procedure as for human observers. For the BT task, the 60-trial experiment at S=0.010 was repeated 100 times with the signal-present cases being randomly associated with different signal-absent ROI. For the DM task, the real-time addition of the lesions to the backgrounds at the desired intensity allowed to repeat 100 realizations of the 60-trial task for values of S equal to 0.010, 0.025, 0.036, 0.042, 0.048, and 0.054. 
where o i = 1 if the signal-present image had been chosen by the observer at the i-th trial, and 0 otherwise. P c was then converted to an empirically obtained index of detectability d', by generating a look-up table for P c versus d' from the usual cumulative Gaussian relationship, under the assumption that the variances of the responses to the signal-present and signal absent locations are identical [9, 19] :
In Eq.(4), M=4 is the number of alternatives in the AFC task, 
Model observers
The decision variable of a general linear observer to an image g i is given by the product between a template w and the image, both being expressed as 1-D vectors, with an optional internal noise term ε:
For this study, we implemented various linear observers that have been previously used for modeling human observers' decisions for detection tasks in DM: non-prewhitening matched-filter (NPW) [8] , NPW with an eye filter (NPWE) [20] , channelized Hotelling (CHO) observer [9, 21] with dense difference-of-Gaussians (DDOG) [14, 22] and Gabor functions channels [13, 14, 23] . All these models have been extensively described in the literature, and below we briefly summarize their analytical expressions.
For a given signal s, the NPW and NPWE templates are defined respectively by: = NPW w s
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In Eq. (7),
is an eye filter that accounts for human eye different sensitivity to radial frequency ρ.
The parameters used for the eye filter (n=1.3, c=0.0041) are from Burgess [20] .
The CHO templates are derived from the covariance matrix of the backgrounds seen through the channels K b,c as:
The covariance matrices for BT and DM were estimated by sampling from the 600 signal-absent ROI g n for each modality. They were computed as t b,c = ( -< >)( -< >) t t t t n n n n K Tg Tg Tg Tg , where the column vectors of the matrix T each represent the spatial profile of a channel. The DDOG channels were circularly symmetric functions defined in the Fourier domain as the difference of two Gaussians (12 channels in total), while Gabor channels were oriented Gabor functions in the spatial domain (5 orientations, 35 channels for DM, 40 for BT). The number of channels was chosen in order to maximize the models' performance, based on the same performance estimation procedure as described in section 2.2.
RESULTS
Model observer templates
Typical examples of 2D model observer templates are given in Fig. 2 for the BT task (upper row), and DM task (lower row). The templates are those derived for the signal given in Fig. 1 . They are 2-D representations of w in Eq. (5). The radially averaged frequency profiles of the model observer templates shown in Fig. 2 are given in Fig. 3 for DM (left) and BT (right). Fig. 4 compares the performance of the model observers for the BT and DM tasks to that of human observers. Since most models appeared to have a performance level that was not better than that of the human observers for the studied detection tasks, the optional noise term ε in Eq.(5) was set to zero for nearly all conditions. There was one exception, however, for the NPWE model in DM. As its performance was constantly higher than humans, internal noise was added in this model response as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable, which variance was proportional to the variance of the template response to the background-only images [8, 9] . The variance was computed by sampling the response over the 600 DM backgrounds. The proportionality constant factor, p n , was chosen in order to minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) over the four DM tasks between the model with internal noise and the human observers [14] . The NPWE model with such internal noise is indicated NPWE*, with a corresponding p n of 0 for BT, and 0.6 for DM.
Models performance
From the linear fits of the performance data presented in Fig. 4 , the signal intensity ratio needed for obtaining the same performance in DM as in the BT task with a signal intensity of S=0.010 was computed. For BT, the statistical significance of the differences between the models and the human observers for the S=0.010 detection task was assessed by a two-sided t-test (unequal sample size, unequal variances) on the average performance difference:
Where n h =9 is the number of observers who participated to the psychophysical experiments, and n m =100 is the number of 60-trial 4AFC repetitions performed for testing a given model. The number of degrees of freedom d.f. was given by:
Note that using Eq. (9) and (10) assumes that all the variability is statistical, and that there is no bias due to the limited number of cases. Also, the inter-observer variance σ : with n m about ten times larger than n h , these two equations are thus dominated by the human variance terms.
For DM, the performance was compared using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed for each model against human observers and using the four studied contrast conditions (S=0.036, 0.042, 0.048, and 0.054).
Additionally, the RMSE for the different models for BT (one task), DM (four tasks), and both modalities pooled together (five tasks), are given in Fig. 5 . The RMSE provides an overall parameter for comparing human and models over several tasks. 
DISCUSSION
Model observer templates
The model observers frequency profiles shown in Fig. 3 illustrate the fact that the models use very similar information in the Fourier domain for BT and DM. NPW template (which is by definition the signal to be detected in the psychophysical task) information is mainly concentrated at low frequencies, where anatomical noise is the highest [2] , and human efficiency is limited [20] . The other models follow the first signal oscillations in the Fourier domain, and adapt their template to the different signals. Before discussing the features of each model observer template, it should be noted that the analysis of the circularly averaged radial profiles is by essence a simplification for such non-symmetrical signals.
The NPWE template acts as an edge-enhancement filter, as it is particularly visible in Fig. 2 . This explains why BT and DM templates are so similar in the spatial domain, since their edge information (the projected shape of the area covered by the signal in the central projection) is the same. In the Fourier domain, slight differences are visible between the two modalities, reflecting the differences in the signal oscillations. Compared to NPW, the low frequencies are greatly filtered by the eye filter.
The channelized Hotelling model with DDOG channels has a clearly limited adaptability to the different signals, due to the use of circularly symmetric basis functions. While templates for DM and BT both exhibit stimulation/inhibition transitions around signal edges, the transition is much more marked for BT, since the reference signal is here a binary image with infinitely sharp edges. The stimulation area of the templates for DM is more concentrated at the very center of the signal, thus more prone to decision errors resulting from local high pixel values in the central part of the images. In the Fourier domain, the oscillations of the radial frequency profile of the templates follow those of the NPWE up to about 0.5 cyc/pixel. At higher frequencies, the limited number of basis functions introduces artifacts that are non-related to the signal.
The use of asymmetric Gabor channels in the channelized Hotelling model allows for a better but still limited ability to adapt to specific signals, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . In the Fourier domain, the profile is again similar to that of the NPWE model for frequencies up to 0.5 cyc/mm, with less emphasis on the low frequencies due to the choice of the Gabor channels frequencies.
Models performance and comparison with human observers
The poor performance of the NPW model was expected and is particularly visible on Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . This basic model, although optimal in white noise, fails to correctly model human decision processes for detection tasks involving more clinically realistic backgrounds [9, 14, 22] .
With the addition of the eye filter and appropriate internal noise, the NPWE matches human performance level very well for BT (no significant difference, p=0.91) and DM (p=0.28) tasks. The RMSE computed over the five psychophysical conditions is the lowest of all models (Fig. 5) , and comparable to the values obtained in a previous study by Castella et al. with benign and malignant masses embedded into digital mammograms [14] . Without internal noise, the NPWE significantly outperforms the human observers in the DM task (p<10 -3 ). This was not a surprise, since previous studies with synthetic signals embedded on filtered white noise [22] , angiograms [24] , or mammograms [13] had shown the same trend. The reason why NPWE model does not have a better performance than humans for the BT task may be due to the fact that the reference signal given to the models for the BT task was a binary image, physically equivalent to an infinitesimally thin slice through the signal, instead of the actual thickness of the reconstructed tomosynthesis image, 1mm [17] . This lack of information concerning the actual signal edges might have been misleading for the models, and have degraded their performance for the BT task. This should be further investigated in future work.
The two CHO models have different abilities for reproducing human observer results. With DDOG channels, the systematic underperformance can probably be attributed to the strong restriction caused by the choice of circularly symmetric channels for such complex signals. The difference is especially large for the BT task (0.67 in d' units, p<10 -4 ), while systematic but not significant for DM (p=0.22). With Gabor channels, the model leads to a better match for DM (p=0.63) and an excellent overall RMSE, although performing nearly significantly below human observers in BT (p=0.052). This underperformance in BT may be due, like for the NPWE model, to the imprecision of the signal edges used to the model, or to a suboptimal choice of channels. All Gabor functions having rather smooth variations, the model is not as efficient as the NPWE for optimally matching the stimulation/inhibition regions around the signal edges in BT.
Relative performance comparison between BT and DM
One key point of the present study was to assess the ability to correctly reproduce the BT potential that had been observed in the human observer studies. For all these models, the signal intensity needed in DM for reaching the performance of models with the BT task at S=0.010 was 2.3 to 3 times higher. For the best two models, in particular (NPWE with internal noise, and CHO with Gabor channels), the ratio is 2.9 and 3.0, respectively. This result is slightly lower than what had been observed with the human observers (the signal intensity ratio was found to be about 3.8 [4] ). However, given the uncertainties due to the fact that one condition only had been used for BT in both studies, this suggests that the potential of future developments in the BT field like reconstruction techniques, effect of angle span, or number of projections, may be assessed by model observer studies.
Limitations of the study
As mentioned in the human observer study by Ruschin et al. [4] , the encouraging results obtained by this comparison of DM and BT for a database of matched clinical patient background images and synthetic 3D breast masses are still subject to further work in order to enhance clinical realism of the hybrid images, and to test more conditions. First, signals in our approach have by definition a constant Δμ in Eq. (1) . This facilitates the inclusion of synthetic signals on the DM or BT projections but could lead to unrealistic looking lesions, especially in regions containing heterogeneous areas consisting of fatty and glandular tissues. A more elaborate and clinically realistic approach would be to consider signal with constant μ instead, by adapting Eq. (1). This could be done using a model of the compressed breast, for example.
Second, this study is based on a restricted set of tomosynthesis reconstructed images only. As signals cannot be embedded "on-the-fly" for BT, the number of studied conditions is limited. Since the observers are presented the same signal-present images, this may lead to unwanted correlations, particularly when estimating the variance of the performance in the detection task. For future studies, it would be useful to generate other signal-present images, and/or test other signal sizes and contrasts.
Finally, one has to remember that we used ad hoc DM ROI-based processing before displaying the images to the observers. This approach is similar to that of Burgess [18] , but may alter their performance. One alternative could be to add the signals to the pixel values of the mammograms, then process the mammograms as a whole with the manufacturer algorithm, before selecting the ROI.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study compared the relative performance of model observers in detection tasks in DM and BT with a set of realistic hybrid images created with the same set of patients and signals. Our results showed that the equivalent detection performance at reduced signal intensity (or, equivalently, reduced contrast) observed in a previous human observers study [4] could be reproduced these model observers, with an especially good match with human observer data for the NPWE model with internal noise, and CHO model with Gabor function channels.
These results confirm the potential advantage of BT compared to DM for improving the detection of subtle lesions at equivalent breast dose. Given that BT is still a technique under development, our results also show that model observers could be valuable for testing the effects of the technical parameters involved in the image acquisition on the detection performance.
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